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Web www.sorellefurniture.com: 229 Adult Rail/Changer Table Assembly Instructions Important Information: Read all instructions before assembling the bed. KEEP INSTRUTIONS FOR FUTURE USE. Made in Thailand 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 Table Content 17 Page 2 This is exactly what we expected from the photos. It's beautiful and very sturdy. It took me about 2
hours to assemble, but it was simple and simple, it was very important to follow the guide that is inside one of the inner boxes. All the necessary tools (screwdriver, wrench...) are also provided along with parts. We recommend this crib, for the price paid, we are very happy. Helpful? The baby is not yet here, but, the crib is collected and feel very firmly, choose the cherry color and it
fits perfectly in the room. The author is hayneedle.com client. Helpful? It was like a decribe very sturdy and well put together a very beautiful love color worth the price. Helpful? Saw this crib in another store but they didn't have it in stock and they suggested that I order it on the line from them, When I dicided to do it I found it on the hayneedle instead and ordered it from them, They
sent it much faster than I expected and it arrived without problems, We still haven't built it yet as a baby should in October, however the box is not damaged and I don't see any problems. The author is hayneedle.com client. Helpful? We love the look/style of this crib and also bought a matching dresser. We like that it is a piece of furniture that will grow with our baby as soon as we
get the toddler rail and side rails. Pretty easy to assemble, and feels very sturdy. We also love the extra storage behind the drawers of a piece of table blank. The author is hayneedle.com client. Helpful? We bought this for our baby due in May. It went along quite easily and quite sturdy. We ended up with this after we bought another brand which was pretty flimsy. The color is
perfect and we can't wait to use it. I rated it 4 stars just because we haven't used it yet. Helpful? It was kinda hard to assemble at first and the paint peeled off in some parts, but at the end it came out really nicee.. Helpful? We purchased this crib online and the pickup storage site only allowed me to pick it up with a valid document. We followed step-by-step instructions and in less
than two hours we put this beautiful bed together! It seems to be great value for the price! Helpful? I love this crib/change combo, it's nice and sturdy, but like others said, the parts are not marked. It would go much faster if they would mark the pieces. Also, the screws are not white and they do not include these little white plastic pieces to hide the equipment ... I'm going to draw
them so they mix in I guess. If they had made these changes it would have been ideal! Author - hayneedle.com Helpful? December 5, 2018 Actually reason rated 4 stars because our baby hasn't used it yet, its absolutely beautiful and great for a small space. Everything comes comes Very nice and comes with parts in a separate box when you are ready to convert to a full sized
bed. I absolutely love this crib so far. Just waiting for our baby to get here to actually get use out of it! Helpful? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 Table Content 17 Website: www.sorellefurniture.com 229 Adult Rail/Changer Assembly Table Instructions Important Information: Read all instructions before assembling a bed. KEEP INSTRUTIONS FOR FUTURE USE. Made in
Thailand Advertising - Scroll to page 2 of 16 advertisements Thank you for your participation! Your assessment is very important to improve the work of artificial intelligence, which forms the content of this project Einige Word-Funktionen k'nnen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei nderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Anderung Anzeigen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 12 13 14 15 16 Table Content 17 Advertising Scroll page 2 of 16 advertisements Thank you for your participation! Your assessment is very important for improving the work of artificial intelligence, which forms the contents of this project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 13 15 Table Contents 16 Einige Word-Funk tinen dennen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei
entferntDetails anzeiLetgenzte Anderungen Anzageen agnei agen tuscany crib and changer instructions. princeton tuscany crib and changer instructions. sorelle princeton tuscany crib and changer instructions. sorelle tuscany 4-in-1 convertible crib and changer combo instructions. sorelle tuscany 4-in-1 convertible crib and changer instructions
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